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Abstract
In an isolated quantum many-body system undergoing unitary evolution, we study
the thermalization of a subsystem, treating the rest of the system as a bath. In this
setting, the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) was proposed to explain thermalization. Consider a nearly integrable Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model obtained by adding
random all-to-all 4-body interactions as a perturbation to a random free-fermion model.
When the subsystem size is larger than the square root of but is still a vanishing fraction of the system size, we prove thermalization if the system is initialized in a random
product state, while almost all eigenstates violate the ETH. In this sense, the ETH is
not a necessary condition for thermalization.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

Thermalization is a fundamental concept in statistical mechanics. It says that a system in
contact with a bath tends to evolve to a Gibbs state described by the canonical ensemble.
Suppose an isolated quantum many-body system is initialized in a pure state. Under unitary
evolution the system stays in a pure state and never thermalizes. To study thermalization,
we divide the system into two parts A and Ā such that subsystem A is much smaller than
Ā. We view Ā as a bath of A and consider the thermalization of A, i.e., whether physical
properties measured on A evolve to those of a Gibbs state.
It is important to understand the mechanism of thermalization. A proposal is the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [1–4].
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Definition 1. A state is A-thermal if its reduced density matrix for subsystem A is approximately equal to1 that of a Gibbs state with the same energy.
Definition 2 (eigenstate thermalization hypothesis). An eigenstate obeys the ETH with
respect to subsystem A if it is A-thermal.
An important feature of this definition is the size of subsystem A. This will be discussed
in Subsection 1.3.
Definition 2 refers only to individual eigenstates, but one might also want to discuss the
ETH for systems (i.e., Hamiltonians). In the literature, the term “strong ETH” or “weak
ETH” [5–7], respectively, refers to systems where all or almost all eigenstates (possibly within
some energy interval) obey the ETH. In this paper, unless otherwise noted, statements about
the ETH refer to individual eigenstates.
For a Hamiltonian H, let |Ψ0 i and |Ψt i := e−iHt |Ψ0 i be the initial and time-evolved
states, respectively.
Definition 3 (thermalization). Thermalization means that |Ψt i becomes A-thermal as t
grows.
We present a well-known argument [8–10] for “ETH implies thermalization” based on
two assumptions.
Assumption 1. The spectrum of H is non-degenerate (all eigenvalues are distinct).
Remark. Intuitively, this assumption is usually valid if H does not have any symmetry.
Rigorously, it holds with probability 1 if H is a random Hamiltonian from the Gaussian
unitary ensemble. It also holds for almost every local Hamiltonian on a lattice [6].
Let |1i, |2i, . . . be a complete set of eigenstates of H with corresponding energies E1 , E2 , . . ..
Assumption 2. The energy distribution of |Ψ0 i is sharply peaked around the mean E :=
hΨ0 |H|Ψ0i in the sense that
X
2
pj ≈ 1, pj := hj|Ψ0i .
(1)
j: Ej ≈E

Remark. If H is a local Hamiltonian on a lattice, (1) with explicit error bounds was proved
for any |Ψ0 i with exponential decay of correlations [11].
Assumption 1 implies that the time-averaged state
Z
X
1 τ
ρ̄ := lim
|Ψt ihΨt | dt =
pj |jihj|
τ →+∞ τ 0
j

(2)

is obtained by dephasing |Ψ0 i in the energy eigenbasis. Then, Assumption 2 implies that
X
ρ̄ ≈
pj |jihj|.
(3)
j: Ej ≈E
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More precisely, “approximately equal to” means that the trace distance between the two reduced density
matrices vanishes in the thermodynamic limit.
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If every |ji in the sum on the right-hand side is A-thermal, then ρ̄ is A-thermal.
To establish thermalization, it is necessary that ρ̄ is A-thermal. Furthermore, one needs
to prove equilibration, i.e., the temporal fluctuation of the reduced density matrix of |Ψt i
for subsystem A is small. This can be done under mild additional assumptions [12–14].
Question 1. Is the ETH a necessary condition for thermalization?
A positive answer to this question would further justify the essence of the ETH as an
explanation for the emergence of the canonical ensemble from unitary evolution. If the
answer is negative, then it is time to call for other mechanisms of thermalization. Either
way Question 1 is illuminating.
The answer to Question 1 depends on the set of initial states under consideration. If
the initial state is an eigenstate, then the system does not evolve and thus thermalization
trivially implies the ETH.
De Palma et al. [15] considered initial states of the form |ΨA i ⊗ |ΨĀ i, where |ΨA i
is an arbitrary pure state of subsystem A; |ΨĀ i has a sharply peaked energy distribution
but is otherwise arbitrary. If all such initial states lead to thermalization, the ETH was
proved under some assumptions, one of which is that the Hilbert space dimension of A is
much smaller than the heat capacity of Ā. In a system of N qubits, if the heat capacity is
extensive, this assumption implies that L . ln N, where L is the number of qubits in A.
However, eigenstates of local Hamiltonians and |ΨĀ i typically have high complexity and
cannot be efficiently prepared. We will focus on initial states of low complexity because
they are more relevant to experiments and are more plausible models of naturally occurring
states.

1.2

Results (informal)

In this paper, we consider a nearly integrable complex Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model in
a system of N (Dirac) fermionic modes. The model has fermion number conservation and
is obtained by adding random all-to-all 4-body interactions as a perturbation to a random
free-fermion model. If the perturbation is sufficiently small, the eigenstates are close to
random Gaussian states with definite fermion number.
that they obey and violate
√ We prove √
the ETH with overwhelming probability for L ≪ N and L & N, respectively, where L
is the number of fermionic modes in subsystem A. (We write x ≪ y if x/y → 0 as N → ∞;
x & y if x/y ≥ c for some constant c > 0.) Previously, Magán [16] showed that random
Gaussian states with definite fermion number obey the ETH in an average sense for L ≤ 2.
Let the initial state |Ψ0 i be a (random) product state, where each fermionic mode is either
vacant or occupied. No matter how small the perturbation is, the effect of the perturbation
becomes crucial at sufficiently long times. Previously, we proved entanglement thermalization
with high probability [17].
Definition 4 (entanglement thermalization [18]). For L ≤ N/2 and to leading order in L,
the entanglement entropy of subsystem A evolves to the thermodynamic entropy of A at the
same energy.
Here we prove thermalization (Definition 3) with high probability when L ≪ N/ ln N.
However, thermalization never occurs when L ≥ cN for an arbitrarily small constant c > 0.
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Table 1: Summary of results in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. L is the subsystem size.
While eigenstate thermalization is a static property of the Hamiltonian, thermalization and
entanglement thermalization are dynamic processes, in which the initial state is a (random)
product state. Smiley (frown) means that the phenomenon in the column occurs (does not
occur) when N and L satisfy√the relation in the row. “Thermalization without eigenstate
thermalization” is proved for N . L ≪ N/ ln N.
eigenstate
thermalization entanglement
thermalization
thermalization
(Definition 2)
(Definition 3) (Definition 4)
√
, Theorem 1 , Theorem 4
√ L≪ N
N . L ≪ N/ ln N
, [17]
cN < L ≤ N/2
/ Theorems 2, 3 / Theorem 5
for arbitrarily small constant c > 0
Table 1 summarizes our results.
√ “Thermalization without eigenstate thermalization” (the
title of this paper) is proved for N . L ≪ N/ ln N. Although the subsystem size L is not
upper bounded by a constant, it is still a vanishing fraction of the system size N.
“Thermalization without eigenstate thermalization” can be understood as follows. ρ̄ is
A-thermal if every |ji in the sum on the right-hand side of (3) is A-thermal. However, this
gives only a sufficient condition for ρ̄ being A-thermal. It could be possible that while most
|ji’s are not A-thermal, ρ̄ (a mixture of many |ji’s) is A-thermal because the deviations of
different |ji’s from A-thermality cancel. This possibility provably occurs in our model.

1.3

Eigenstate thermalization hypothesis

ETH for systems. Definition 2 is the definition of the ETH for individual eigenstates.
Previous work has also defined the ETH for systems: A Hamiltonian obeys the strong or
weak ETH (in an energy interval) if all or almost all2 eigenstates (in the energy interval)
obey the ETH, respectively.
Our results on the ETH (summarized in the second column of Table 1) apply to random
eigenstates of random Hamiltonians. If we view them as statements about Hamiltonians,
√
they imply
that
the
weak
ETH
holds
and
fails
with
overwhelming
probability
for
L
≪
N
√
and L & N, respectively.
Previous work by Mori and Shiraishi [19] showed evidence of thermalization in a model
that obeys the weak ETH but not the strong ETH.3 In their model, for a generic initial
state, the total weight of ETH-violating eigenstates in the sum on the right-hand side of (3)
is negligible. Thus, the thermalization
√ observed in Ref. [19] could be explained by the weak
ETH. By contrast, in our model, for N . L ≪ N/ ln N, we observe thermalization without
even the weak ETH, so ρ̄ is A-thermal even though most eigenstates on the right-hand side
2

“Almost all” means that the fraction of ETH-violating eigenstates (in the energy interval) vanishes in
the thermodynamic limit.
3
Using a combination of analytical and numerical methods, it was shown [20] that an exponentially small
(in the system size) fraction of the eigenstates of the model violate the ETH.
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of (3) are not.
Subsystem size in ETH. The idea behind the ETH is that eigenstates should look
thermal with respect to “simple” observables. Since we lack a general proof of when the
ETH holds, we cannot precisely determine which observables should be included here. One
plausible approach is to consider all observables that act non-trivially only on a sufficiently
small subsystem. Indeed, Ref. [21] provided evidence that in systems with spatially local
interactions, the ETH fails if the subsystem size is a constant fraction of the system
√ size.
In our model, we observe a sharp threshold √
in the subsystem size L: If L ≪ N then
the ETH holds for most eigenstates and if L & N then it fails for most eigenstates. Our
model (9) has non-local interactions and has the same set of eigenstates as an integrable
Hamiltonian. In the future, it would be interesting to study the validity of the ETH with
respect to the subsystem size in systems that are non-integrable and/or have spatially local
interactions.

2
2.1

Results (formal)
Model and definitions

The real (complex) SYKq model [22–26] is a quantum mechanical model of Majorana (Dirac)
fermions with random all-to-all q-body interactions (“q-body” means that each term in the
Hamiltonian acts non-trivially only on q fermionic modes).
Consider an N-mode (Dirac) fermionic system with creation and annihilation operators
a†j , aj indexed by j = 1, 2, . . . , N. Let A be an arbitrary subsystem of L fermionic modes
and Ā be the complement of A (rest of the system).
Definition 5 (complex SYK2 model). Let h be a random matrix of order N from the
Gaussian unitary ensemble. The Hamiltonian of the complex SYK2 model is
HSYK2 = a† ha,

(4)

where a := (a1 , a2 , . . . , aN )T is a column vector of N annihilation operators.
Definition 6 (complex SYK4 model [24, 26]). Let

I := (j, k, l, m) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}×4 : (j < k) and (l < m) and (jN + k ≤ lN + m)

(5)

and J := {Jjklm}(j,k,l,m)∈I be a collection of |I| independent complex Gaussian random
variables with zero mean Jjklm = 0 and unit variance |Jjklm|2 = 1. The Hamiltonian of the
complex SYK4 model is
X
HSYK4 =
Jjklm a†j a†k al am + H.c.,
(6)
(j,k,l,m)∈I

where “H.c.” means Hermitian conjugate.
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Let
Q :=

N
X

a†j aj

(7)

j=1

be the fermion number operator. Let ǫ1 , ǫ2 be infinitesimal and
HSYK := HSYK2 + ǫ2 HSYK4 .

(8)

H = Q + ǫ1 HSYK = Q + ǫ1 HSYK2 + ǫ1 ǫ2 HSYK4 .

(9)

Our model is
Both HSYK and H are nearly integrable as both HSYK2 and Q+ǫ1 HSYK2 are integrable models
of free fermions. By definition, the complex SYK2 and SYK4 models and hence HSYK and
H conserve fermion number in that
[HSYK2 , Q] = [HSYK4 , Q] = [HSYK , Q] = [H, Q] = 0.
Let
σβ := e−βH / tr e−βH



(10)
(11)

be a thermal state at inverse temperature β. Neglecting infinitesimal quantities, the reduced
density matrix of subsystem A is

(12)
σβ,A := trĀ σβ = e−βQA / tr e−βQA ,
where

QA :=

X

a†j aj

(13)

j∈A

is the restriction of Q to A. Let |φi be such that that Q|φi = n|φi. If σβ and |φi have the
same energy, then
tr(σβ H) = hφ|H|φi = n =⇒ β = ln(N/n − 1).

(14)

√
Let kBk1 := tr B † B denote the trace norm of a linear operator B. The trace distance
T (ρ1 , ρ2 ) := kρ1 − ρ2 k1 /2 = max | tr(ρ1 B) − tr(ρ2 B)|/2,
kBk≤1

and the fidelity
2

F (ρ1 , ρ2 ) := tr

q

√

√
ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 ,

0 ≤ T (ρ1 , ρ2 ) ≤ 1

0 ≤ F (ρ1 , ρ2 ) ≤ 1

(15)

(16)

are measures of distinguishability between two density operators. It is well known that
p
p
1 − F (ρ1 , ρ2 ) ≤ T (ρ1 , ρ2 ) ≤ 1 − F (ρ1 , ρ2 ).
(17)
We use standard asymptotic notations. Let f, g : R+ → R+ be two functions. One writes
f (x) = O(g(x)) if and only if there exist constants M, x0 > 0 such that f (x) ≤ Mg(x) for all
x > x0 ; f (x) = Ω(g(x)) if and only if there exist constants M, x0 > 0 such that f (x) ≥ Mg(x)
for all x > x0 ; f (x) = Θ(g(x)) if and only if there exist constants M1 , M2 , x0 > 0 such that
M1 g(x) ≤ f (x) ≤ M2 g(x) for all x > x0 ; f (x) = o(g(x)) if and only if for any constant
M > 0 there exists a constant x0 > 0 such that f (x) < Mg(x) for all x > x0 .
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2.2

Eigenstate thermalization

The spectrum of HSYK2 is non-degenerate with probability 1 [17]. Then, due to fermion
number conservation (10) and since the perturbation ǫ2 HSYK4 is infinitesimal, H, HSYK ,
HSYK2 , and Q + ǫ1 HSYK2 have the same set of eigenstates (up to an infinitesimal error), each
of which has a definite fermion number.
Let |ψi be an eigenstate of HSYK2 with fermion number n and ν := n/N be the filling
fraction. We write |ψi ∼ PN,n if |ψi is randomly sampled using the following procedure:
1. Let h be a random matrix of order N from the Gaussian
unitary ensemble.

2. |ψi is chosen uniformly at random from the Nn eigenstates of a† ha with fermion
number n.
Let ρA := trĀ |ψihψ| be the reduced density matrix. Recall the definition (12) of σβ,A , where
β is given by (14).
√
Theorem 1 (eigenstate thermalization). Suppose that 1/2 ≥ ν = Ω(1). For L = o( N)
and any ∆ such that Ω(L2 ) = ∆ = o(N),

F (ρA , σβ,A ) = 1 − O(∆/N) = 1 − O(e−∆ ),
(18)
Pr
|ψi∼PN,n
p

(19)
T (ρA , σβ,A ) = O( ∆/N ) = 1 − O(e−∆ ).
Pr
|ψi∼PN,n

√
Theorem 2 (failure of ETH). Suppose that 1/2 ≥ ν = Ω(1). For L = Ω( N),

2
2
F (ρA , σβ,A ) = e−Ω(L /N ) = 1 − e−Ω(L ) ,
Pr
|ψi∼PN,n

2
2
T (ρA , σβ,A ) = 1 − e−Ω(L /N ) = 1 − e−Ω(L ) .
Pr
|ψi∼PN,n

(20)
(21)

Theorem 3 (failure of ETH). Suppose that ν ≤ 1/2. For L > n,
F (ρA , σβ,A ) ≤ (1 − ν)L−n ,

T (ρA , σβ,A ) ≥ 1 − (1 − ν)L−n .

(22)

These results on the ETH are for individual eigenstates. To interpret Theorems 1, 2 as
statements about Hamiltonians, recall the definition of the weak ETH in an energy interval
in Subsection 1.3.
√
Corollary 1. Let n be a positive integer such that N/2 ≥ n = Ω(N). For L = o( N ), the
probability (with respect to the randomness of h) that Q + ǫ1 a† ha obeys the weak√ETH in
the energy interval (n − 1/2, n + 1/2) is 1 − e−∆ for any ∆ = o(N). For L = Ω( N), the
probability that Q + ǫ1 a† ha obeys the weak ETH in the energy interval (n − 1/2, n + 1/2) is
2
e−Ω(L ) .

2.3

Thermalization

We initialize the system in a product state with fermion number n and let ν = n/N. Since
the ensemble of SYKq Hamiltonians is invariant with respect to permutations of indices, we
may assume without loss of generality that the initial state is
|Ψ0 i = a†1 a†2 · · · a†n |0i,
7

(23)

where |0i is the vacuum state with no fermions. Since |Ψ0 i has a definite fermion number,
H and HSYK generate the same dynamics in the sense that
e−iHt |Ψ0 i = e−int e−iHSYK ǫ1 t |Ψ0 i.

(24)

Let L, m be positive integers such that Lm is a multiple of N. Let A1 , A2 , . . . , Am be
m possibly overlapping subsystems, each of which has exactly L fermionic modes. Suppose
that each fermionic mode in the system is in exactly Lm/N out of these m subsystems. Let
ρ(t) := e−iHt |Ψ0 ihΨ0|eiHt ,

ρAj (t) := trĀj ρ(t)

(25)

be the state and its reduced density matrix at time t, respectively.
Let τ be sufficiently large and t be uniformly distributed in the interval [0, τ ]. Recall the
definition (12) of σβ,A , where β is given by (14).
Theorem 4 (thermalization). For 1/2 ≥ ν = Ω(1), subsystems of size
L = o(N/ ln N)

(26)

thermalize in the sense that (poly(N) denotes a polynomial of sufficiently high degree in N)
m

Pr Pr
h

J

Pr

t∈[0,τ ]

1 X
O(L ln N)
kρAj (t) − σβ,Aj k21 =
m j=1
N

!

= 1 − e−Ω(N )

!

=1

!

≥ 1 − 1/poly(N). (27)

For any linear operator Bj on subsystem Aj with kBj k ≤ 1, Eq. (15) implies that

tr ρ(t)Bj − tr(σβ Bj ) ≤ kρAj (t) − σβ,Aj k1 .
(28)

Thus, (27) implies thermalization of physical properties measured on o(N/ ln N) fermionic
modes.
In contrast to Eq. (26), reduced density matrices do not thermalize if the subsystem size
is a constant fraction of the system
 size. Let E|A|=L denote averaging over all subsystems of
L fermionic modes. There are NL such subsystems.

Theorem 5 (failure of thermalization). Suppose that 1/2 ≥ ν = Ω(1). For L = Ω(N) and
any h, J, t,
E kρA (t) − σβ,A k1 = Ω(1).
(29)
|A|=L

3

Methods

In this section, we give intuitive sketches of the proofs of our results. Full calculations are
deferred to Appendix A.
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3.1

Eigenstate thermalization

For a density operator ρ, let hBi := tr(ρB) denote the expectation value of an operator B.
Let C be the correlation matrix with its elements given by
Cjk := ha†j ak i.

(30)

It is easy to see that C is a Hermitian matrix of order N.
Lemma 1 ([17, 27]). |ψi ∼ PN,n means that |ψi is a uniformly random Gaussian state with
fermion number n in the sense of Definition 7.
Definition 7 (uniformly random pure Gaussian state with definite fermion number). A pure
Gaussian state with fermion number n is uniformly random if its correlation matrix is given
by
(31)
C = U † diag(1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)U,
| {z } | {z }
n ones

N − n zeros

where U is a unitary matrix chosen uniformly at random with respect to the Haar measure.

Assume without loss of generality that the indices of the L fermionic modes in subsystem
A are 1, 2, . . . , L. Let CA = (Un×L )† Un×L be the L × L upper left submatrix of C, where
Un×L is the n × L upper left submatrix of U.
We can interpret CA as the overlap of two projectors, as follows. Let Pn and PL be projectors of ranks n and L, respectively, such that Un×L = Pn UPL . Then, CA = PL (U † Pn U)PL .
We can view this as the overlap between a fixed projector PL and a random projector U † Pn U.
Let λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λL be the eigenvalues of CA . Since the reduced density matrix ρA
is a Gaussian state,
L
O
diag(λj , 1 − λj )
(32)
ρA =
j=1

is a product state in a basis. In the same basis,
σβ,A =

L
O
j=1

diag(ν, 1 − ν)

(33)

is also a product state. Since the fidelity is multiplicative,
2
L 
q
Y
p
F (ρA , σβ,A ) =
νλj + (1 − ν)(1 − λj ) .

(34)

j=1

Proof of Theorem 3. For L > n, CA is singular, and the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 is
at least L − n. Using Eqs. (32), (33) and since the fidelity (trace distance) is non-decreasing
(non-increasing) under partial trace,
!
L−n
L−n
O
O
diag(ν, 1 − ν) = (1 − ν)L−n ,
(35)
F (ρA , σβ,A ) ≤ F
diag(0, 1),
j=1

T (ρA , σβ,A ) ≥ T

L−n
O
j=1

diag(0, 1),

j=1

L−n
O
j=1
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diag(ν, 1 − ν)

!

= 1 − (1 − ν)L−n .

(36)

For L ≤ min{n, N − n}, the joint probability distribution of λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λL is the Jacobi
unitary ensemble with parameters r = N − n − L and s = n − L [27–29].
Definition 8 (Jacobi unitary ensemble). The probability density function of the Jacobi
unitary ensemble with parameters r, s > −1 is
J (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λL ) ∝

Y

L
Y
(1 − λj )r λsj ,
(λj − λk )
2

j=1

1≤j<k≤L

0 ≤ λj ≤ 1.

(37)

√
We √
explain why the ETH holds and fails with high probability for L = o( N) and
L = Ω( N ), respectively. To this end, consider the limit L → ∞ with L = o(N). In this
case, Theorem 2.1 in Ref. [30] says that the empirical distribution of
s
N
(λj − ν)
(38)
ν(1 − ν)L
converges weakly to the semicircle distribution with radius 2 almost surely. Thus,
p
λj = ν ± Θ( L/N)

(39)

for almost all j with high probability. Since L = o(N), by Taylor expansion,
q
p
νλj + (1 − ν)(1 − λj ) = 1 − Θ(λj − ν)2 .

(40)

(
√
1 − o(1), L = o( N),
√
1 − Θ(L/N) =
1 − Ω(1), L = Ω( N ).

(41)

Substituting this into Eq. (34),
F (ρA , σβ,A ) =

L
Y
j=1



Proofs of the probabilistic bounds in Theorems 1, 2 without assuming L → ∞ or L =
o(N) are given in Appendix A.1. There we do not use Theorem 2.1 in Ref. [30] but instead
rely on a recent concentration result [31] for the second moment of the Jacobi ensemble.

3.2

Thermalization

Proof sketch of Theorem 4. In a previous paper [17], we proved entanglement thermalization: With high probability, the von Neumann entropies of ρAj (t) and σβ,Aj are equal to
leading order in L. So are the free energies of ρAj (t) and σβ,Aj . Since the thermal state minimizes the free energy [32], the free energy of ρAj (t) is only slightly higher than the minimum.
Pinsker’s inequality [33] implies that any state of low free energy is close to a thermal state
in trace distance.
Condition (26) ensures that with high probability, the free energy of ρAj (t) is sufficiently
low so that the trace distance between ρAj (t) and σβ,Aj from the above analysis is o(1).
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Proof sketch of Theorem 5. ρ(t) for any t ∈ R has a definite fermion number, but σβ
does not. This difference has its footprint in the reduced density matrices. If the fermion
number operator (13) is measured on a random subsystem A of L fermionic modes, we
obtain a probability distribution on the integers 0, 1, 2, . . . , L. For ρ(t), the distribution is
hypergeometric corresponding to drawing L balls without replacement from a pool of n white
and N − n black balls. For σβ , the distribution is binomial corresponding to drawing L balls
with replacement from the same pool.
Note added. Very recently, we became aware of related work by Yu, Gong, and Cirac [34].
They studied the entanglement of random Gaussian states with definite fermion number.
Their Theorem 1 is conceptually similar to our Lemma 3 but gives different bounds and is
proved using different methods.
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A

Proofs

A.1

Eigenstate thermalization

Lemma 2. For any x, y ∈ R+ such that x + y ≤ 1,
p
2
√
1 − (x − y)2/ max{x, y} ≤
xy + (1 − x)(1 − y) ≤ 1 − (x − y)2 .

Proof. Let

x = cos2
so that
√

xy +

θ+α
,
2

y = cos2

θ−α
,
2

p
2
(1 − x)(1 − y) = cos2 α = 1 − sin2 α,

0≤θ±α≤π
(x − y)2 = sin2 θ · sin2 α.

(42)

(43)

(44)

The condition x + y ≤ 1 implies that θ ≥ π/2 so that
max{x, y} ≤ max cos2
α∈[0,π−θ]

θ−α
= sin2 θ ≤ 1.
2

(45)

We complete the proof by combining (44), (45).
Let
M :=

L
X
j=1

(λj − ν)2

be the shifted second moment of the Jacobi ensemble.
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(46)

Lemma 3 ([31]).


L(L − 1)
2
> δ = O(e−Ω(N −2L)δ min{N δ/L ,1} ).
Pr M − ν(1 − ν)
N −1

(47)

Proof of Theorem 1. Using Eq. (34) and Lemma 2,
F (ρA , σβ,A ) ≥

L
Y
j=1


1 − (λj − ν)2 /ν ≥ 1 − M/ν.

(48)

Then, Eq. (18) follows from Lemma 3. Equation (19) follows from (17) and Eq. (18).
Proof of Theorem 2. Using Eq. (34) and Lemma 2,
F (ρA , σβ,A ) ≤

L
Y
j=1


1 − (λj − ν)2 ≤ e−M .

(49)

For L ≤ L′ := min{n, N/3}, Eq. (20) follows from (49) and Lemma 3.
For L > L′ = Ω(N), let A′ be an (arbitrary) subsystem of L′ fermionic modes in A. We
have proved that

2
(50)
F (ρA′ , σβ,A′ ) = e−Ω(N ) = 1 − e−Ω(N ) .
Pr
|ψi∼PN,n

Equation (20) follows the fact that the fidelity is non-decreasing under partial trace.
Equation (21) follows from (17) and Eq. (20).

A.2

Proof of Theorem 4

Let
S(ρ) := − tr(ρ ln ρ)

(51)

be the von Neumann entropy of a density operator and
Hb (ν) := −ν ln ν − (1 − ν) ln(1 − ν)

(52)

be the binary entropy function.
Theorem 6 ([17]). Suppose that 1/2 ≥ ν = Ω(1). For L ≤ N/10,
m

Pr Pr
h

J

Pr

t∈[0,τ ]

O(L ln N)
1 X
S(ρAj (t)) ≥ Hb (ν)L −
m j=1
N

!

= 1 − e−Ω(N )

!

=1

!

≥ 1 − 1/poly(N). (53)

Recall the definition (13) of QA . It is easy to see that
m

m


1 X
LQ
1 X
QAj =
tr ρAj (t)QAj = νL.
=⇒
m j=1
N
m j=1
12

(54)

Using Pinsker’s inequality [33] between the trace distance and quantum relative entropy,


1
kρA (t) − σβ,A k21 ≤ S ρA (t)kσβ,A := − tr ρA (t) ln σβ,A − S(ρA (t))
2


= β tr ρA (t)QA + ln tr e−βQA − S(ρA (t)) (55)

so that

m

m

1 X
1 X
kρAj (t) − σβ,Aj k21 ≤ Hb (ν)L −
S(ρAj (t)).
2m j=1
m j=1

(56)

Theorem 4 follows from this inequality and Theorem 6.

A.3

Proof of Theorem 5

Let i1 < i2 < · · · < iL be the indices of the L fermionic modes in A. Define
PA>l

X

=

)∈{0,1}×L

(n1 ,n2 ,...,nL
PL
j=1 nj >l

L
Y
j=1


nj + (1 − 2nj )aij a†ij .

(57)


Let [N] := {1, . . . , N}. Let [Nn ] := {R ⊆ [N] : |R| = n} be the set of size-n subsets of [N].
Let {|ψR i}R∈([N]) be the complete set of computational basis states with n fermions, where
n
!
Y †
aj |0i .
(58)
|ψR i :=
j∈R

By construction, PA>l = (PA>l )2 is a projector such that
PA>l |ψR i = |ψR i or 0

(59)

if |ψR i contains > l or ≤ l fermions in A, respectively. Hence,
 −1
N
>l
{R′ ⊆ [N] : |R′ | = L and |R ∩ R′ | > l}
E kPA |ψR ik =
|A|=L
L

 −1 X  
n N −n
N
. (60)
=
L−j
j
L
j>l

The time-evolved state can be expanded as

e−iHt |Ψ0 i =

X

R∈([N]
n )

cR (t)|ψR i

(61)

so that

E tr ρA (t)PA>l = E kPA>l e−iHt |Ψ0 ik2 = E

|A|=L

|A|=L

=

X

R∈(

[N]
n

)

|cR (t)|

|A|=L

2

E

|A|=L

kPA>l |ψR ik

X

R∈([N]
n )

|cR (t)|2 kPA>l |ψR ik


 −1 X  
n N −n
N
,
=
L
−
j
j
L
j>l
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∀t ∈ R. (62)

Equations (12), (14) imply that
tr

σβ,A PA>l



=

1
tr(e−βQA )

X L
j>l

j

−βj

e

X L
ν j (1 − ν)L−j .
=
j
j>l

(63)

Equations (62) and (63) are the tails of the hypergeometric and binomial distributions,
−L
respectively. The distributions have the same mean νL but different variances: Lν(1−ν) N
N −1
for the hypergeometric distribution and Lν(1−ν) for the binomial distribution. Furthermore,
both distributions are well approximated by Gaussians matching
√ those moments. Thus, their
tails are distinguishable in the sense of (64) for l = νL + Θ( L).
The total variation distance between the hypergeometric and binomial distributions has
been studied in the context of de Finetti theorem. The theorem states that for a permutationinvariant probability distribution of N random variables, the marginal distribution of L ≪ N
variables is close to a mixture of distributions, each of which represents L independent and
identically distributed random variables [35]. From either the Gaussian approximation or
(in the ν = 1/2 case) Theorem 35 and Lemmas 45, 46 in Ref. [35], we have


0 < E tr σβ,A PA>l − E tr ρA (t)PA>l = Ω(1)
(64)
|A|=L

|A|=L

for L = Ω(N). We complete the proof by noting that
E kρA (t) − σβ,A k1 ≥ E

|A|=L

|A|=L

tr ρA (t)PA>l − σβ,A PA>l



≥


E tr ρA (t)PA>l − σβ,A PA>l .

|A|=L

(65)
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